
COMPLAINTS RECORD

HEOL Y FFOREST

Reference Date Added Location Customer Comments Type

C2C1406043 14/11/2014

As you come along Rhiwbina Hill and turn to go down Heol-Y-

Fforest , about 40-50m down there is a large pot hole on the 

near side - the same side as the bungalow

Cust adv that the pot hole is very large, and hsa appeared in the last 

week. There is a blocked drain so water coveres the pot hole and you 

don't know it's there until you've hit it CW - Pothole

C2C1500278 19/01/2015

Pothole is On Heol-Y-Forest, in the lane between castle coch 

and castle heights golf club. cust reports that the pothole is 

50m away from where Heol-Y-Forest meets rhwbina hill and 

100m forest car park

Cust called to report that there is a large pothole which blew his 

wheel up. The pothole is around 4" deep, 18" Long and 12" wide.  

Pothole is dangerous as it has made the custs tyres to totally deflate 

and now has had to leave his vehicle at the bottom of the lane until 

the cust can fix his v CW - Pothole

C2C1500371 21/01/2015

Heol-Y-Forest, Tongwynlais near junction of Rhiwbina Hill 

Road.

Very bad pothole.This pothole damaged my 18in Alloy wheel and 

tyre today 20.01.2015 at 07.45 a.m. I would like compensation for 

this. heol-Y-Forest, Tongwynlais near junction of Rhiwbina Hill Road. 

Tyre went flat, and upon inspection, alloy wheel is bent. CW - Pothole

C2C1500507 27/01/2015

ON THE ROAD HEOL Y FFOREST WHICH IS NEAR HEOL PEN Y 

BRYN BEFORE YOU GO INTO THE FOREST

ON THE ROAD HEOL Y FFOREST WHICH IS NEAR HEOL PEN Y BRYN 

BEFORE YOU GO INTO THE FOREST 

LARGE POTHOLE ON THE LEFT HAND SIDE AS YOU GO DOWN THIS 

SECTION OF THE ROAD CW - Pothole

C2C1500511 27/01/2015 Heol Pen-y-Bryn near the white lodge

Very large pot hole. likely to cause damage to cars 

https://www.fixmystreet.com/report/574439 CW - Pothole

C2C1501390 06/03/2015

Heol y fforest just before junction with main road - rhiwbina 

hill Pothole in carriage way CW - Pothole

C2C1503031 01/06/2015

Heol-y-Fforest Northern end turning on west to Fforest Fawr 

and Heol pen y bryn

potholes all across the road various depths and sizes and cars are 

getting damaged going into them CW - Pothole

C2C1503115 05/06/2015 right by the entrance to thhe footway on Heol Y Fforest 

cust called to report pothole just before the junction of Heol Y 

Fforest and Rhiwbina hill, pothole is on Heol Y Fforest just before the 

pothole, cust reports that the pothole is right outside the entrance 

to castle coch and would need to contact castle coch regarding this

CW - Pothole

C2C1503366 19/06/2015

coming down from junction to Rhiwbina Hill- up to Fforest 

Fawr carpark

cust says potholes have been tarmacked over but keep reappearing 

and there is now so many, now road is in bad condition CW - Pothole

C2C1503544 30/06/2015

Heol-y-fforest at the top there is a picnic spot called fforest 

fawr. Top of rhiwbina hill by Y section to fforest fawr by car 

park 

Road is in a bad state with potholes and broken surface. This has 

been going on for at least 18 months and it is dangerous for cyclists CW - Pothole



C2C1503884 16/07/2015

1 x blocked drain Heol-y-fforest, Junc Thornhill Road, LLanishen

CW - Blocked Drain

C2C1504564 24/08/2015

By junction of Rhibwina Hill and Heol y Fforest, before turn in 

the road.

one bad pothole where specified but cst adv whole road is in poor 

condition. CW - Pothole

C2C1504580 25/08/2015

at the very top of Heol y Fforest between the Fforest Fawr car 

park and Rose bungalow 

Two very large, very dangerous potholes on Heol y Fforest north of 

Tongwynlais CW - Pothole

C2C1504594 25/08/2015

on Heoly-Fforest about 100 yards from Fforest Fawr car park 

going towards Caerphilly

Pothole in road in middle which cars are hitting - cannot miss 

Pothole bigger than a tyre Please repair CW - Pothole

C2C1504656 28/08/2015

downhill section of Heol-y-fforest close to

the junction with Rhiwbina Hill 

 https://www.fixmystreet.com/report/681904 Details: The road on 

the downhill section of Heol-y-fforest close to the junction with 

Rhiwbina Hill is in a very poor state and dangerous as the area is dark 

and wet so holes  ifficult to see 

CW - Pothole

C2C1504663 28/08/2015 just after carpark, by junction to Heol Pen Y Bryn 2 ft circumference and 4 inches deep CW - Pothole

C2C1504674 01/09/2015

Large pothole at the fork of road at top of Tongwynlais called 

Heol Y Fforest.

The pothole was not sectioned off with tape or a cone, and there 

was no spray paint in yellow or blue around the area, and because of 

the heavy rain on the morning of Tuesday 25th August 2015 it was 

not possible to noticeably see the pothole due to high water levels 

running down the mountain-Vehicle CW - Pothole

C2C1504675 01/09/2015 On Heol Y Fforest near rose bungalow B&B

Cust reports that there is a large pothole on this road the cust is in 

need of a new tyre due to the pothole being so large, CW - Pothole

C2C1504687 02/09/2015 Approaching junction the rwbina hill. 

Poor condition of the road with one large pothole. Going up the hill, 

would be on the right hand side. CW - Pothole

C2C1504688 02/09/2015 Gully number 018

At the entrance to the driveway for 1 Forest Cottage on the main 

road. Full of mud. CW - Blocked Drain

C2C1504745 03/09/2015

At above location as you come down from junction with 

Rhiwbina Hill towards Tongwylias large pothole on inside lane

At above location really large pothole that is causing tyre damages. 

Please inspect/repair CW - Pothole

C2C1504767 03/09/2015 at Rhiwbina Hill end

pls check & unblock gully drains on this stretch. Blocked drains are 

leading to rain water flowing down the hill CW - Blocked Drain

C2C1504787 04/09/2015

One of my constituents advises that there is a large pothole in 

the road connecting Tongwynlais with Caerphilly Mountain i.e. 

the road which goes past the entrance to Castle Coch. The 

pothole is situated near the top of the road after the bend at 

the entrance to the upper carpark and before the T-ju Large Pot holes CW - Pothole



C2C1504803 07/09/2015 80 to 100 meters after turning off Heol-Pen-Y-Bryn 

 A large pothole needs urgent attention it is very dangerous. It has 

punctured my front left Tyre and I would like to claim against the 

council.  Heol-Y-Fforest (80 to 100 meters after turning off Heol-Pen-

Y-Bryn heading towards Tongwynlais) The pothole is very large and 

fills with water therefore is difficult for drivers to see. This does 

require urgent attention due to the size of the pothole and the 

surrounding surface, it has the potential to cause a fatal accident. CW - Pothole


